
Vecos
Smart Locker System



Introduction 

Schiavello continues to grow a successful partnership 
with Vecos of 10 years, producing and servicing over 
150,000 lockers in this time.

Schiavello are the only company in Australia that  
can provide a full turn-key solution as illustrated below.  
The end to end process begins with the initial design and 
build including tailored joinery manufactured locally in 
Tullamarine, Melbourne. Delivery and on site installation 
includes integrating both hardware and software into all 
joinery. And finally ongoing training and technical support  
with the Releezme software for both day to day user 
experience and data reporting, as well as any hardware 
upgrades or replacements.
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Smart Lockers online

700,000

1.4 million
Daily users & growing

40+
Countries active

50+
Active API 

integrations

Vecos are world leaders
in Smart Lockers

Making workplace  
storage work better
Vecos began in 1996, with a determination to harness  
the true potential of workplace storage. And although still 
headquartered in Brainport Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
where they started – they’ve come a long way since then.

They were the first to see the huge potential of the often-
overlooked category of lockers – and their essential role in 
creating successful dynamic workplace. They created the 
world’s first and only smart locker platform. A self-service, 
hassle-free, SaaS based system powered by data, and fully 
integrated into any IT ecosystem.
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The smart locker 
system for the  
hybrid workplace
The way we work is changing and flexibility is now expected. 
With our self-service smart locker system, your people can 
work how they want, with secure storage when and where  
they need it. Make your workplace more flexible, employee 
and resource-friendly.

As the world’s workplace becomes more and more 
technology-driven – we’re more focused than ever on  
helping as many people as possible access our solution.



The power of smart lockers
Remote 
support

Flex to be future 
ready with real 
time data

Retrofit to  
support a  
circular economy
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Did you know that 40% of office lockers go 
unused?

With our smart system, locker usage is 
optimized so all your lockers get used.  
As a result, you’ll need fewer lockers  
and save on space.

Your people can help themselves to more 
than just coffee.

Smart lockers mean your people have 
access to storage without facility 
management intervention. So no more 
lost keys or wasted time – hello to 
frictionless freedom of movement.

Our smart workplace lockers helps you save on space,  
time and costs – while inspiring your people and making 
sure you’re ready for anything.

A more flexible and sustainable approach 
to workplace storage.

By encouraging a more optimal application 
of resources, you’ll use less space and 
energy, keeping everyone happy.

Adapt quickly when your workplace needs 
change.

The smart system is designed to flex to 
changing needs - user data and insights 
support real-time business decisions 
which you can adapt to instantly, however 
also enable forecasting for future asset 
management.

Sometimes employees still need a level of 
support to answer questions or improve 
their experience.

Luckily you can remotely support your 
employees even when you’re not on site.

Supply and install a retrofit solution to 
activate existing storage. 

Not only does this create a better 
experience for the user but also reduce 
unnecessary contribution to landfill.
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Hassle free user-experience: 
A smarter system that’s easy, 
seamless and scalable
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Super easy to use - open lockers via  
app driven experience or swipe card

Save facilities on management time 

Security is top priority 



With just the one smart system, you can help  
your people feel at home on every floor, empower 
collaboration, improve internal logistics and 
make visitors feel welcome.

EMPLOYEE DAY LOCKER 
Work comfortably, anywhere  
Flexible offices are inspiring places to work – and with our 
Day Locker configuration, your people can feel at home on 
every floor. With settings for single-day use or fixed usage 
time windows, you remove all barriers to flexible working 
and support total freedom of movement.

EMPLOYEE PERSONAL LOCKER
A personal, secure space  
With offices moving to hybrid ways of working, shared 
spaces are on the rise – and personal desks are 
disappearing. A smart locker is a great way to give 
employees the personal, secure feel of a fixed desk,  
while allowing them to move around more freely.

TEAM LOCKER
Share and collaborate easily
With a smart Team Locker configuration, employees,  
can create a self-service team storage solution.  
Handing over documents and using shared materials 
made easy, with little to no dependence on other team 
members’ schedules.

PARCEL LOCKER / COLLECTION
A central place for parcels
More employees are ordering parcels to be delivered to 
their office. With a smart Parcel Locker configuration,  
the delivery staff simply place the parcel in a locker, and 
the recipient is automatically notified. The entire process 
is streamlined, with security ensured and no more lost or 
missing post.

VISITOR LOCKER
Visitors feel welcome
It’s not just your people who want secure, flexible  
storage. When guests visit, you can make them feel 
instantly comfortable, with an assigned locker for  
their personal items. 

This allows you to flexibly allocate a certain number 
of lockers to visitors, so you’ll always have plenty  
available when you need them. It’s just as easy to  
re-allocate them back to employees, too.

CHANGING ROOM LOCKER
Encourage health and fitness
A good balance is key to happy, motivated employees.  
So, whether your people are coming in straight from the 
gym, have a lunchtime class, or need to change after work 
for a session – a smart Changing Locker configuration 
makes it easy and accessible.

Using smart changing lockers means you can dynamically 
allocate facilities to different employees, supporting more 
of your people, while using fewer resources.

IT SPARE PARTS LOCKER
Better manage and track equipment
With teams working remotely, or between home and  
the office, you can help with remote IT asset distribution 
and management.

With our IT spare part configuration, employees can 
receive, manage and track IT equipment or inventory 
across the organization, with end-to-end access tracking.
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One Smart System, 
multiple solutions
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Education Hospitals

End of Trip & Locker Rooms Corporate

Smart technology for multiple 
industries & applications

Westpac, NSW PWC, VIC

Commonwealth Bank, Australia545 Queens Street, QLD

Trusted by leading 
organisations
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Vecos Smart Locker System

VEC/BRO-01-A

For further information,
please contact us:

Jubbin Grewal
National Client Development Manager,
Workplace Technologies
—
M +61 455 580 435 

E JGrewal@schiavello.com



Vecos Smart Locker System
— 
schiavello.com/vecos

https://www.schiavello.com/furniture/products/storage/vecos-lockers



